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Sir Ross Smith flew to Australia; and the Vimys then
operated on the route.
Towards the end of 1921, No. 70 Squadron formed
in Egypt, and after it No. 45 Squadron, both of which
units had fine war records and had been temporarily
disbanded. In November, 1921, No. 70 Squadron
flew to Hinaidi across the traqk, and in March, 1922,
No, 45 Squadron followed. * These squadrons were
equipped with Vickers Vernons, which were really
Vimys with saloon hulls capable of carrying a number
of passengers. During 1922 Nos. 30 and 47 Squadrons
gave up the regular service on D.H,9a's, which was
maintained by Nos. 45 and 70 Squadrons between them,
assisted by No. 216 Squadron at Heliopolis.
Soon after the Air Mail started it became customary
to take a short cut from Rafa to Jerusalem, instead of
using the longer route via Ramleh, which was only
resorted to if the weather were bad. The direct route
to Jerusalem meant flying rather longer over the hill
country, but quite a considerable saving of time alto-
gether; so it became adopted. In summer time the air
becomes heated up and rarefied; it therefore does not
support the aeroplane so well, the climbing power of
which consequently falls off. In addition to this, in
the ordinary course of events, the air becomes more
rarefied as you go higher and higher, and aeroplanes
when they rise into the air climb more slowly as they
go up. Otherwise of course, given the petrol, they
would be able to go on climbing for ever and half our
pilots would never be seen or heard of again. The
most important effect of the rarefied atmosphere is on
the motor itself, which needs to suck in air to mix with
the petrol and explode it inside the cylinders* The

